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PATH OF THE WHITE WOLF
by Robin Tekwelus Youngblood and
Sandy D’Entremont
Wolf Medicine is that of the teacher, the pathfinder, and the
mentor. Through teachings and practices held sacred by
indigenous cultures for thousands of years, this guidebook takes
the reader on a shamanic journey to wholeness and knowledge,
spiritual understanding and personal growth.
“I have two special words for this book: useful and beneficial. Serve yourself and your whole
world by reading and practicing what is given here.” –Brooke Medicine Eagle, Author of
Buffalo Woman Comes Singing and The Last Ghost Dance
*

*

*

“Because the Creator gave each of us a special way of understanding life, sometimes the
Creator gives us teachings from many nations and peoples that we can all share. With an open
mind, you will enjoy the generous teachings in this book.” – Vi Hilbert, taq W seblu, Upper
Skagit Elder and Author of the Lushootseed Dictionary and Haboo: Native American Stories
from Puget Sound
*

*
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“Sandy and Robin have given to others a true teaching of divine order…[that]guides us in
understanding connectiton, healing, and flow…I have deep respect for the work presented in
these teachings.” –Rhonda Meals, HD, PhD, Cherokee/Chickasaw, author of Dancing with the
Raven
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“An excellent resourse that supports living in balance within oneself, with others, and with
nature.” –Dawn L. Ferguson, APRN, MSN, Dolphin Sunrise Network
*

*

*

“This book will bring light and happiness to many.” –Johnny Moses, Tulalip traditional healer,
spiritual leader, and storyteller
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